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Like most applications in this niche, File Attribute Changer is a light-weight app that needs no installation. Just drag it to a pen drive and launch it directly. You can immediately start using this tool to help you modify the attributes and timestamps of multiple files. Features: Easy to use When it comes to creating and launching the app, File Attribute Changer follows a simple system and you can drop the program on the desktop or navigate the Start menu to simply launch
the application, no setup or installation required. Superb speed and user interface The speed and user interface of File Attribute Changer is very simple to use, and you won't experience any lag or delay when carrying out a major task. As an example, we managed to rename 250 files within one minute and they were all successfully modified. Intuitive user interface File Attribute Changer comes with a handy user interface that's easy to use and can be navigated very
quickly. It's clean and doesn't look cluttered. Amazing features This is one of the simplest and fastest app to perform a major task like renaming or modifying the attributes and timestamps of multiple files. Can be used to modify attributes of all sorts of files One of the most important aspects that can help you find this app among the plethora of similar alternatives is that it doesn't only let you rename or modify the date and time of files, but also the type, owner, system
flag, and other attributes of such files, thus allowing you to change the status of any sort of file. Dynamic task list File Attribute Changer comes with a dynamic task list that lets you quickly add new tasks, cancel them, and review their properties. Rename files in bulk To rename multiple files with one click, you can use the bulk rename option, and set a replacement string for both names, as well as specify the starting and ending position. The latter is often useful if the
name of the file is unknown. Can modify timestamps of files To modify the attributes of multiple files at once, File Attribute Changer lets you change the creation date, modification date, last access date, or last modified date, as well as set properties like read-only, hidden, archive, compress type, encrypted, and many others. Can be used to label files To label a file as an archive, hidden, read-only, system type, index, and many other aspects, you can select
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No installation is needed to use this tool. It is a portable app that can operate on both Windows and Mac OS systems. Main features: - Bulk rename files with any string of characters - Rework file timestamps, including the creation and modification date - Change file attributes such as archive, hidden, read-only, system, etc. - Apply these changes to multiple files at a time - Choose the date to be created or modified - Select a date format - Apply the same modifications to
multiple files at once - Import task list - Remove the attributes you don't need - Create a custom task list - Show files properties - Edit files details - Search files - Tasks - Rename files - Append text - Reposition a word - Replace the first occurrence the end - Apply the same attributes to all files - Sort files alphabetically - Delete a task - Edit the tasks queue What is PC cleaner? PC cleaners Cleaner is light-weight and portable software that is designed to solve those basic
system issues that are hurting your PC's performance. It is a powerful tool for your PC and it's the right choice for repairing your PC problems. Features: - Repair system processes such as core cleaning, Windows and running processes - Delete system files - Optimize Windows - Optimize slow hard drive - Optimize hard disk space - Optimize RAM - Defragment hard drive - Repair registry - Repair system files - Optimize internet connectivity web surfing This tool is
completely free from any ads or hidden fees. You can install and use it on a single computer. It is a replacement of all the famous scan and repair programs, which is designed to fix system problems quickly. It scans for problems and repairs them in just seconds. The cleaner starts repairing immediately after launching. It is an advanced and powerful system cleaning utility. You can use this to fix all the common problems of your PC, and it is completely free from viruses,
spyware, and adware. You can be assured that this tool doesn't leave any harmful effects on your PC. This is a very easy-to-use tool. You do not need to be a computer expert to use it. It is free from all the annoying advertisements, no pop-ups and pop-up ads. Trial version available. No setup required. 09e8f5149f
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• Adds numerous features for handling commonly-used files and folders. • Redirects all newly renamed files to a different location. • Changes the file attributes, timestamps, or both of these at once. • Supports multiple files at once. • Allows you to apply any string of characters to replace the current file name. • Has a user-friendly interface. • Supports the Linux and Windows systems. • Modifies the file attributes, timestamps, or both. • Supports a batch renaming
function for all files inside a directory. • Renames a large number of files at once. • Modifies the file attributes, timestamps, or both. • Supports multiple files at once. • Permits you to apply any string of characters to replace the current file name. • Lowers the risk of computer instability. • Works on the Linux and Windows systems. • Has a user-friendly interface. • Supports a batch renaming function. • Permits you to change all of the attributes of a file or folder. •
Allows you to apply any string of characters to replace the current file name. • Automatically keeps track of new files and copies them to a different location. • Has a user-friendly interface. • Supports the Linux and Windows systems. • Permits you to change all of the attributes of a file or folder. • Automatically takes care of newly created files. • Automatically manages file types, extensions, and file locations. • Allows you to change all of the attributes of a file or
folder. • Permits you to apply any string of characters to replace the current file name. • Automatically preserves original file names. • Modifies the file attributes, timestamps, or both. • Permits you to apply any string of characters to replace the current file name. • Permits you to change all of the attributes of a file or folder. • Offers a quick converter for adding or removing specific extensions. • Automatically adjusts the changing attributes to the system settings. •
Permits you to add or remove any file extensions. • Permits you to change all of the attributes of a file or folder. • Lowers the risk of computer instability. • Works on the Linux and Windows systems. • Permits you to change all of the attributes of a file or folder. • Lowers the

What's New in the?
View general info about a file, modify attributes and timestamps in bulk, and rename multiple files at the same time. Main features of File Attribute Changer > Rename files in bulk > Modify timestamps and attributes > View general info about a file > Rename multiple files at the same time > A task list that can be saved to file > File Attribute Changer comes with a demo of this application, you can run it and fully experience the tools. File Attribute Changer License:
Freeware File Attribute Changer File Attribute Changer File Attribute Changer is a lightweight and portable tool designed to help you not only modify the attributes of a file, but also to rename multiple files in bulk and to alter timestamps. It comes loaded with a handy set of filters that you should easily figure out. No installation necessary Since there is no setup pack involved, you can drop the program files in a custom part of the hard drive and just click the executable
to launch File Attribute Changer. Otherwise, you can move it to a pen drive or other removable storage unit to directly run the app on any computer without having to install anything. Plus, unlike most installers, it doesn't contribute to the Windows registry with new entries, so it doesn't increase the risk of OS stability issues. User-friendly interface with multiple filters The GUI consists of a large window split into several parts for viewing the current and new file names,
conducting search operations, managing a task list, and viewing file information. For example, you can point out a directory, view a complete list with containing files, and select one to view general data pertaining to the date and time of creation, last modification or access, along with the current attributes. Rename files in bulk, modify timestamps and attributes In order to batch rename files, you can specify the exact string of characters to replace with something else, as
well as use numbers to replace symbols after specifying the starting position. Modifying timestamps is just as easily done. File Attribute Changer lets you select the date type and change it into something else, as well as apply this modifications to multiple files simultaneously. When it comes to file attributes, you can label items as an archive, hidden, read-only, system type, index, compress type, or encrypted. An important aspect worth keeping in mind is that tasks are not
automatically carried out, but
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System Requirements:
AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE From Chrome Games on www.shockwave.com/chromegames PLEASE NOTE: Shockwave Flash Player and/or Shockwave Extreme Player are required in order for this game to work. If you don't have the latest version of Shockwave, go to www.shockwave.com/getflashplayer to download the most recent version. Macintosh (PPC) users: Please download the free Shockwave Flash Player from the following link.
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